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VERMES Microdispensing moves into new premises to
accommodate its expanding team
Company expands and moves to new headquarters
VERMES Microdispensing is a world leader in
the design and manufacture of innovative
microdispensing concepts and systems for
adhesives, silicones, greases, solvents and other
fluids.
Today, the company announced the expansion of
its German Headquarters and its move into new,
own premises.

In order to support its growth the company will
move into new offices in the technology park
Holzkirchen, Munich Area at the beginning of
2019.
The company has set itself a target to become
the number one provider of piezo-based
microdispensing systems, but the current
facilities are limiting the growth of the firm.

VERMES Microdispensing’s new Headquarters in Southern Munich Area
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Over the last few years, the successful
microdispensing company has expanded
significantly and the upcoming move to the
Holzkirchen industrial center, is a result of its
continued growth.

requirements of VERMES Microdispensing’s
expanding business.

“We have a great, international team who each
have very valuable experience and knowledge,”
explains Juergen Staedtler, managing director
and CEO. “We have almost doubled our staff
within the last decade and as the business has
expanded we have gradually outgrown our old
office.”
“When choosing the new building site, it was
important to us that we will not have to relocate
into a different district but stay in the same
neighborhood and only move few miles into
the established industrial center of Holzkirchen,
Greater Munich Area,” adds Juergen Staedtler.
In the next six months the firm expects again to
have added several new positions to its global
team, and that staffing is increasing in all areas
of the company, from medical research and
development to software development and
special machine design.
The new offices will nearly triple current
floor space, which matches the increased
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With this move, the company’s headquarters
will remain in the Southern Munich Area as it is
a hub for the German High-Tech industry and
home to the headquarters of some world’s top10 industrial companies.
The new office building is surrounded by
a life science and traffic ecosystem and an
infrastructure which promotes a strong
innovation culture.
This move offers an improved working
environment to support clients and partners
more effectively and efficiently, with space for
outstanding ideas, and it is a proof of the board’s
trust in the future growth potential.
From modernizing the office’s interior design to
implementing innovative ways of working, this
office relocation can be the impulse for giving
the entire company a make-over.
VERMES Microdispensing will use this
opportunity to introduce a new logistic system,
new production facilities and an innovative
customer support center.
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